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Since she was a little girl she 
always wanted to participate on 
every school show. Her passion 
for the art of acting became a 
reality when she was 13 years 
o l d . H o l l y w o o d w a s t h e 
destination she chose, two 
years ago, to show the quality 
of her work. Helena Ávila is an 
actress and an ambitious one.


It all started with Christmas 
plays during elementary school. 
Later, when she was 13, she 
performed a more serious role 
in a original play produced by 
the School theatre club. The 
play was presented for the 
whole community not just for 
the students. Helena played a 
mom who have lost her teenage 
daughter due to alcohol and 
drugs.

“I had a monologue in the 
funeral scene where I cried the 
lost of my daughter. Because it 
was a hard role to play, I started 

doubting myself, and before the show started I had a panic attack. I hided backstage crying a 
river. With my teacher’s help the anxiety went way and the performance was brilliant.”


She describes her first performance as very “emotional” not only for the actors but also for the 
entire audience. And since then she discovered she wanted to act for the rest of her life.


“On my final monologue my dad was seating on the front row and I made him cry and that I will 
never forget. I think it was that possibility of touching the audience, make them feel with me 
whatever is happening in the story, this is what made me embrace this career.”


Once the passion was discovered, Helena enrolled the amateur theatre group with a bigger sense 
of duty. When she was 17 she went to college took a bachelors degree in Theatre and Education, 
University of Coimbra. On her first year after graduation, the actress went on an audition and she 
was casted on her first theatre role as Rosa, it was a musical comedy named Rosa Enjeitada, by 
Fernando Gomes, in Viana do Castelo - Teatro do Noroeste. When she worked with Joana theatre 
group she went on a tour all over the country, these were plays that focused more on physical 
expression. She also worked with the company Teatro Arte d’Encantar, based in Lisbon and the 
company Baal 17 from the city of Serpa.


Between 2012 and 2014 she participated in some TV shows, for the national TV channels, TVI and 
SIC. Some of those TV shows are Morangos com Açúcar, Dancin’days, O Bairro and Mulheres.


Helena was part of the cast for the shortfilm My Little Princess, which “was from the beginning a 
very challenging project”. The shortfilm had its premier during the Indie Night film Festival, which 
took place in the TCL Chinese Theatre, one of the most important venues in Hollywood. “ It was 
very special to see our work presented in that room and the reviews afterwards were great even 
from the producers of the festival, this past month they even asked us to go back to the festival 
with a new project” - the actress mentioned.






“Menina do Futuro Torcido” is the name of the show where 
the actress admits was her biggest challenge as an actress. 
The story is based on of Mia Couto’s books and it was 
directed by Maria João Miguel, in Teatro do Noroeste. In this 
show Helena Ávila played a 12 years old girl raised among a 
very poor family.


“Phisically it demanded a lot from me, and even with 25 
years old, nobody doubted that I was that little girl willing to 
do anything for love to her father and to her family.”


Even though acting is normally related to entertainment, the 
actress says that “even in the comedic shows we can find 
examples of what’s happening in the society”. Helena Ávila 
mentions that theatre and whatever kind of fiction allows the 
audience to think about daily situations.


(When you see some situations played by actors) “there’s a 
possibility for you change the way you use to think about it. 
Because you can then see both sides of the story, possible 
consequences and allow yourself to rethink and bring more 

importance to things that probably doesn’t affect directly”.


Miguel Seabra, Nuno Lopes, Rita Blanco, Leonardo DiCaprio, Al Pacino, Kate Winslet and 
Angelina Jolie are the actors that inspire Helena Ávila’s work, due to their capacity of bringing the 
audience to the scene.

She loves to perform dramatic roles.


“Women in conflicted situations, like when they have to choose between their mind or their heart. 
Courageous women are the roles that I most admire.”


In between so many performances, the actress remembers a little funny incident that occurred 
during the show Pinnocchio.


“There was a swing chair that crossed the scene, and in a certain sentence of the music it was 
suppose to roll down so I could enter the stage on time to continue the scene. Well, there was this 
one time that the chair stopped rolling down and I still couldn’t put my feet on the floor but I had 
to jump otherwise I would miss my cue to enter the scene. The important is “show must go on”.”




In 2016, Helena moved to Los Angeles, 
she graduated from New York Film 
Academy.


“Hollywood is the heart of filmmaking. I 
came to be closer of that reality and to 
show the world the quality of my work. 
Here I am focused in what’s called 
“Business of acting” and I have the 
opportunity to meet who really rules this 
industry.”


The actress ensures it has been worth it, 
so far. “When you come out of your 
comfort zone you’re willing to be better 
than you were before, this is the real 
meaning of the saying “it makes you 
grow up”.”


Moving to Los Angeles ended up being a 



cultural shock for the actress.


“Here they have dinner at 6pm and at 9pm it’s hard to find an opened store (while in Portugal 
everything is oped until 12am) but then in L.A. the gyms are 24/7 (in Portugal only the freeway gas 
stations are 24/7). In L.A. you can turn right on red light, you can pass a car thru its right, there’s 
no tolls, there’s no metric system. I still don’t know what to wear and people say it’s 67° outside. 
Almost nobody goes to the theatre, but a movie ticket is $15 and everybody goes (in Portugal is 
6,00€). There’s no kiss on the cheek, only hugs, but the cashier lady is always super nice, they 
even put your groceries on a bag. Well, it’s different.”


Her passion for theatre and the live audience is huge, but she prefers the movies.


“Filmmaking fascinates me for its opportunity of redoing a scene so many times until it’s perfect 
and that moment is recorded forever and can be watched by much more people than theatre can. 
But at the same time are those same reasons that make theatre so unique and special. Overall, 
what fascinates me in filmmaking is how close you can get from reality.”


Recently, Helena signed with Cabrera Talent Company. “Having an agent helps, is just like having 
another teammate helping you to get more projects to work in. Randy helped getting me auditions 
and he has been very supportive.” - she declared.


Helena reveals that she was offered to play the lead in a sci-fi movie, from a director from Chile. 
“The movie will be inspired in the film “Arrival” and I cannot tell no more, but I am happy.”


During this month of April the actress will be shooting a shortfilm about human traffic with the 
same director from “My Little Princess”.


Helena Ávila hopes to continue working and networking for future projects to come.
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